We study (almost) invertible operators on Banach lattices which take disjoint elements to disjoint elements. We show that these operators may be decomposed into a direct sum of their strictly periodic and aperiodic parts, and then use this result to derive various properties of the spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
Let E be a space of functions over a set X. Two functions f, g on E are called disjoint if their supports are essentially disjoint. An operator on E is called disjointness preserving if it takes disjoint elements to disjoint elements. Every weighted composition operator on E, that is every operator of the form Tf = h. f o q5, where h: X -+ C and 4: X + X, is disjointness preserving (for a result in the converse direction, see Cl I). The notion of disjointness can be generalized to an abstract Banach lattice, which will be the context used here. This paper studies invertible disjointness preserving operators and their spectrum on order complete Banach lattices. The structure of these operators is discussed in Section 3. The main result is that each operator can be decomposed into a direct sum of its strictly periodic and aperiodic components (Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.10). This generalizes a wellknown analogous decomposition of invertible non-singular transformations on measure spaces (see [7, 201) . 149
Sections 4 and 5 discuss the spectrum of these operators. As might be expected, the spectrum possesses a good deal of rotational symmetry (cf. [21, V 4.41 ). Our method is to first study the spectrum of the simple types given in the decomposition theorem. In particular, we show that if T has strict period n, then a(T) = cra( T) for every nth root of unity a, and if T is aperiodic, then o(T) is rotationally invariant (see Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.7). Our main result (Theorem 4.6) gives the connection between the spectrum of the individual components of the operator and the spectrum of the operator itself.
There are several interesting consequences of these results, which are given in Section 5. For instance, we show that isolated points of the spectrum are eigenvalues (Theorem 5.5). We also show that if the spectrum is all on one side of a line through the origin, then the operator must be a multiplication operator (see Theorem 5.3) .
Our techniques actually apply to a more general class of operators which are called quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operators (Definition 2.1). Roughly speaking, on concrete function spaces this means that the operator is of the form Tf = h .fo 4, where 4 is invertible and h is non-zero except perhaps on a negligible set. We give various characterizations of quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operators in Section 2. The result of Sections 335 are then presented for this slightly larger class of operators.
For the general terminology and theory of Banach lattices we refer to [Zl, 14, 281.
PRELIMINARIES
We will throughout this paper denote by E an order complete ( = Dedekind complete) complex Banach lattice (see [21, IT, Sect. 111 or [28, Sect. 911) . By E, we mean the real Banach lattice underlying E, and E, will denote the positive cone of E,.
Two elements A g E E are said to be disjoint (denoted by f I g) if lfl A lgl = 0. If A is a subset of E, then the disjoint completement of E is given by {A}d= {YE E: f I g VgE A}. Recall that a subspace J of E is called an ideal iff e J, g E E and 1 gl < IfI imply g E J. A subspace B of E is called a band if Bdd = B. A band is always a closed ideal.
We will denote the collection of all operators (= continuous linear maps) from E into itself by Y(E). An operator TE 8(E) is called regular if its modulus ITI given by lTlf := sup rgl Gf 1 Tgl exists. The collection of all regular operators on E will be denoted by Y(E). P(E) is a subalgebra of S?(E). It is a Banach algebra as well as a Banach lattice under the norm II TII, := II I TI II. [l, 171) . This implies that T is regular. Moreover, 1 Tfl = 1 TI IfI and an operator T is disjointness preserving iff ITI is a lattice homomorphism (see [3] or [lS] ; recall that a lattice homomorphism is an operator T satisfying I Tfl = Tlfl for all f~ E).
The center of E, denoted by Z(E), is the collection of all operators ME 2'(E) for which there is a positive real number k such that [Mfl d k IfI for all f~ E. Z(E) is a closed commutative subalgebra and sublattice of A?(E) which corresponds on concrete function spaces to the collection of all multiplication operators on E. If X denotes the maximal ideal space of Z(E), then Z(E) is isometricly isomorphic, as a Banach lattice as well as a Banach algebra, to C(X) via the Gelfand transform. We will denote the image of ME Z(E) under the Gelfand transform by A and the inverse image of fe C(X) under the Gelfand transform by 5 EXAMPLE.
Let ( Y, C, p) be a a-finite measure space and E = Lp( Y, C, p) (1 bp<ac,) . Then the map h-+M,, given by Mhf=h.f(hELm(Y,C,p), f~ E) defines an algebra and lattice isomorphism of L"( Y, C, p) onto Z(E) [28, 142.111 . Thus the maximal ideal space of Z(E) can be identified with the Stonean representation space of the measure algebra associated with ( y, c, 11).
The assumption that E is order complete implies that Z(E) is also order complete, whence X is extremely disconnected. Recall that a band projection is an idempotent operator on E whose range is a band. For every band B, there is a unique band projection P such that B = PE. An idempotent operator P is a band projection iff P E Z(E). Thus, if 6' is a clopen subset of X, then 1, is a band projection, and conversely if P is a band projection, then P is the characteristic function of a clopen set in X. We will need the following characterization of the operators in Z(E). (b) TE 9(E) and Tf I g for allf, gE E satisfying f I g.
(c) TE 2'(E) and TP = PT for all band projections P on E. Proposition 1.1 shows in particular that every element of Z(E) is disjointness preserving. We will also need the following properties of the center. PROPOSITION 
(i)
If S is any subset of E and M,, Mz E Z(E) satisfy M,f=M,fforallfES, thenM,g=M,gforallgE{S}dd. (ii) Zf ME Z(E), then Ker M= {ME}d. In particular, Ker M is a band.
(iii) Zf f, ge E satisfy lgl < If 1, then there is an operator MEZ(E) such that g = A4f:
For proofs of the above results about Z(E), see [12, Chap. 33 or [28, Chap. 201 . We close this section with the following lemma. 
BASIC PROPERTIES
We begin by introducing the class of operators which will be investigated. Recall that an operator TE 2(E) is called order continuous if for any downward directed net fM (~1 E A) such that inf,., f, = 0, we have ME A I Tfm,l = 0. Every element of Z(E) is automatically order continuous. If E has order continuous norm, (e.g., if E is an Lp space for 1 < p < m), then every regular operator is order-continuous. DEFINITION 2.1. An order continuous disjointness preserving operator TE Y(E) is called quasi-invertible if T is injective, { TEjdd= E and the adjoint T' is disjointness preserving. EXAMPLE 2.2. Every invertible disjointness preserving operator T is quasi-invertible since I T'I = I TI' is a lattice isomorphism (see [3, 2.61 ). The operator f(x) + xf(x) defined on Lp[O, I] with Lebesgue measure (1 < p < co) is an example of a non-invertible operator which is quasiinvertible. More generally, let V be a lattice isomorphism and suppose ME Z(E) is injective. Then T := MV is quasi-invertible. To see this, first note that { TE}d = { ME}d = 0 by Proposition 1.2, so { 7'E}dd = E. Furthermore, T is order continuous and disjointness preserving, since both M and V have these properties. Finally, it is easy to see that M' E Z( E') and that V' is a lattice isomorphism. Hence T' = V'M' is disjointness preserving, so T is quasi-invertible. PROPOSITION Using [ll, 1.23 and [3, 2.71 , it is easy to see that T' is disjointness preserving. Furthermore, since the range of T is order dense, an argument similar to the proof of [ 14, 18.1 l] shows that T is order continuous.
It is well known that each disjointness preserving operator TE 9(E) can be naturally associated with an algebra and lattice homomorphism T:EY(E) (see [27, 3, 61) . For instance, if E= Lp[O, l] with Lebesgue measure, and TE 55'(E) is given by Tf(x) = h(x) f(cj(x)), then under the natural identification of Z(E) with L"[O, 11, the associated operator is given by pf(x) = f(&x)). Applying two theorems of Luxemburg and Schep [ 131, we now show that quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operators can be characterized as exactly those operators which are associated with an isomorphism p on Z(E). The existence and invertibility of T will be crucial in the calculations involving the spectrum of T which will be given in Section 4. Moreover, if T is quasi-invertible, so is 1 TI and these two operators have the same associated operator, i.e., p= 1 TI :
First suppose T is positive. Pick ME Z(E). Then IA4 <kZ for some keR+, so applying [ 13, 4.21 to kT yields an operator p(M) E Z(E) satisfying T(M) T-TM. Note that by Proposition 1.2(i), p(M) is uniquely determined since TE is order dense. An easy calculation shows that T is an algebra and lattice homomorphism (cf. the proof of We first show that T is disjointness preserving. Supposef I g and denote by P and Q the band projections onto {f >" and ( g }*", respectively. Then
By [6, 2.61, T is injective. To complete the proof, we show that TE is an order dense ideal. Suppose IgJ < ) Tfj in E. By Proposition 1.2(iii), there exists NE Z(E) such that NTf = g. Let M = F-l(N). Then g = TMf E TE, so TE is an ideal. Now let P be the band projection onto { TE}d and set Q= F-'(P). Then QT= TP=O. S' mce T is injective, it follows that Q = 0. Hence P = p(Q) = 0, and the proof is complete.
Under the identification Z(E) N C(X), where X is the maximal ideal space of Z(E), the algebra isomorphism T takes the form ?J'((x) =f(r(x)) (f~ C(X)), where z is a homeomorphism of X onto itself. We will call t the associated homeomorphism of T. If E = C(K) for some extremely disconnected compact space K and T is a quasi-invertible operator defined by Tf= h *fo 4, where h E E and 4 is a homeomorphism from K onto itself, then F and r may be identified with the composition operator f H f 0 4 and the homeomorphism 4, respectively.
A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM
The main result of this section is that an arbitrary quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator can be decomposed into a direct sum of operators which have one of the properties of the next definition. Recall that two bands B,, B, of E are called disjoint if f, E B, and f2 E B, imply fi I fi. The bands B1 and B2 are disjoint iff B, n B, = (0) iff their corresponding band projections P, and P, are disjoint (that is, PIP, = 0).
For the remainder of this article, X will denote the maximal ideal space of Z(E), and T will denote a quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator on E with associated isomorphism T on Z(E) and associated homeomorphism z on X. (ii) T is said to be aperiodic if for every ~GN and every band B# {0}, there is a band A such that (0) #A c B and A, { TA}dd,..., { T"A}dd are mutually disjoint. Then T is a quasiinvertible disjointness preserving operator. Moreover, T has strict period n (resp. aperiodic) if 4 has strict period n (aperiodic) in the measure theoretic sense (see [7] ). is open and dk(U)nU=@ for k = 1, 2,..., n}. It is easy to see that A? is inductively ordered by inclusion and that fz! E A'. Hence, by Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal element 0 in A?. Since K is extremely disconnected, the clopen set BE A!, whence 0 is closed by maximality.
Let V= {x~ K: d"(x) fx for k = 1, 2,..., n}. Then by construction of 8,f3 c I'. Moreover, if x E 6, then d"(d"(x)) = d"(dk(x)) #d"(x) for each k = 1, 2,..., n and m E Z. This shows that b"(x) E V, so in particular uz= -n 4"(@ c v.
Suppose that this last inclusion is proper. Then there exists XE flu;, in d"(0). Since x # bk(x) for k = 1,2 ,..., n and lJ;= --n d"(0) is closed, there exists an open neighbourhood U of x such that U n I$"( U) = 0 for k = l,..., n and Un (Jz= in 4"(e) = 121. This implies that qS"(tl u U) n (U u 0) = @ for k = l,..., n, contradicting the maximality of 8, and proving the lemma.
We pause now to give some topological consequences of Lemma 3.3. Proof. Putting n = 1 in Lemma 3.3 shows that {xe K: 4(x) # x} is open-closed, so its complement K1 must be so as well.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let 4 be a homeomorphism on an extremely disconnected compact space K. If every point x E K hasfinite orbit (i.e., the set { dk(x): k E N > is finite), then 4" is the identity map for some n E N. Remark. Although Corollary 3.5 is also valid on locally Euclidean spaces (see [16, 5.5] ), it is not true for arbitrary compact spaces. For example, let r= {z~C: IzI = l} and K= UntN (l/n)Tu (0) with the relative topology of C. Then K is compact. Define r : K -+ K by r(z) = zeZnii" if z E (l/n) r and z(O) = 0. Then z is a homeomorphism and each point of K has a finite orbit under z, but ? is not the identity map for any n EN.
We next wish to give various characterizations of those operators which have strict period n or are aperiodic. We will use the following lemma, which follows immediately from the equivalence of (a) and (c) in Proposition 1.1. (d) =E= (e): Let A', = ( x E X: r(x) = x}, P = I,, and El = PE. E, is clearly a reducing band for T and TI E1 E Z(El ) by Lemma 3.6. Hence TP E Z(E) so 1 TPI 6 kZ for some k E N. Therefore I TPI < kZ A I TI < k(Z A I TI ) = 0. Since T is quasi-invertible, this shows that P=O, whence X, is empty.
(e) * (b): There is a clopen subset 9 of X such that P= le. By Lemma 3.3, there is a non-empty clopen subset UC 0 such that U n r-'(U) = 0. Let Q = 1 U. Then it is clear from the definitions of T and 7 that QT(Q) = 0.
The following two results follow easily by applying Lemma 3.7 successively to the powers of T. (e) z"(x) #x for all x E X and all n EN.
Remark. The last two propositions show that T has strict period n (or is aperiodic) iff r has strict period n (aperiodic) in the standard terminology of topological dynamics.
We now turn to the decomposition of an arbitrary quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator into strictly periodic parts. For each n E N define X,={xEX:r"(x)=xbutzk(x)#x(k=1,2,...,n-1)) and set By Corollary 3.4, the X, are open and closed. For each n E N u {co f define a band projection on E by P, = 1,. Define E, = P, E for each n E N u {co}. Since Xi n X,= @ for i # j, the B, are mutually disjoint bands. Since r -' (X,)=X, for each n ENU { 00 >, we have F(P*) = P, by the very definition of r and P,. This shows that TP, = P, T, so the bands E, are reducing bands for T. Also, by Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, TI, has a strict period n for n E N and TIE, is aperiodic. Since X = u,, N v i ~ ) X,, , supne N v +) P, = Z. Combining this with the fact that the E, are mutually disjoint shows that E = en E N v (m ) E, in the sense that each f E E can be written uniquely in the form f = fm + o -lim, _ m c; = 1 fk, where fm E E, and fk E Ek. We summarize these results in the following theorem. (ii) T(, (nEN ) has strict period n and TIE, is aperiodic.
THE SPECTRUM
We continue to assume that T is a quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator on an order complete Banach lattice E. We will denote by o(T), Po( T), AC(T), p(T) and r(T) the spectrum, point spectrum, approximate point spectrum, the resolvent set and the spectral radius of r, respectively. The unit circle of C will be denoted by I'. LEMMA 4.1. Suppose for some n E N that I A 1 TI k = 0 for each k E ( 1, 2 ,..., n) . Then there is a band projection P on E such that P, T(P) ,..., p(P) are mutually disjoint and VP=0 Fk( P) = I.
ProoJ By Lemma 3.7, TV #x for all x E X and k= 1, 2 ,..., n. Lemma 3.3 now shows that there exists a clopen subset 0 of X such that ?(e)ne=a (k= i,2,..., n) and U;= m,z~k(e)=X. Thus, P=i, satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
We first consider the periodic case. (
ii) cr(T)=Aa(T)=a(f)=Aa(T).
Proof: Statement (i) follows immediately from [3, 3. 31. To prove (ii), note that (i) implies that a(T) in 9(E) coincides with the spectrum of f in the Banach algebra C(X). Since O(F) = ACJ( f) for functions in C(X), (ii) now follows easily. THEOREM 4.3. Suppose T has strict period n for some n E N. Then for any nth root of unity CI there is an invertible operator ME Z(E) such that M-~ ' TM = aT. Moreover, a(T) = Aa( T) = aa( T) and PCT( T) = aPa( T).
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, there is a projection P such that P, T(P),..., p '(P) are disjoint and V,&z Fk( P) = I. By Lemma 3.6, p(P) = P so in fact V;:h Tk(P)=C;!A pk(P)=Z.
Define M=C",IA~~-~F'(P). Since IA41 = Z, A4 is invertible. Moreover, T((M) =C;:h a-"Tk"(P) = a xi=, a-Y(P) = ci c;=:, CrPkF(P) = EM, because p(P) = P. Therefore,
To complete the proof, we show that o(T) = Aa( By Lemma 4.2, a(F) = Aa( T") and hence (c(T))" = (Ao( T))". Since a(T) = aa( T) and Aa( T) = &o(T) for every nth root of unity, O(T) = Ao( T) as asserted. We now turn to the general case. Proof: By Lemma 4.1, there is a band projection P such that P, F(P),..., F*'"(P) are mutually disjoint and VtEO Tk(P) = I. Thus, This implies that for somejoE (0, 1, 2, 3}, IICr=o 7-i(l'k(P)fll 3 aIlfl\. Set Q = v"(P). Since F is a lattice isomorphism, it is clear that Q satisfies the required properties.
Remark. Lemma 4.5 is a weakened functional analytic version of the well-known Rohlin-Halmos lemma of ergodic theory. A more usual formulation would be that if Z A I Tkl = 0 for k = 1, 2,..., n (n E N) then for any f E E there is a band projection P such that P, T(P),..., p(P) are mutually disjoint and I]C$=o r(P)fl/ >$llfll.
If E is an Lp space (1 <p< CD), it follows from [4] that the lower bound of illfll may be improved to the classical (1 -E) llfll bound. We do not know if this can be done in general.
We shall say that a set SC C is rotationally invariant if ,I E S implies Jeie E S for all 0 E [0,2x). The following theorem is our main result. THEOREM 4.6. Let E, (n E N) be the T-reducing bands given in the decomposition Theorem 3.10, so TI, is the component of T which has strict period n. Set F,, = {E, + ... + E,}d and define R = fizz, (o( TI F,)). Then R is rotationally invariant and a(T) = u,"= , a( TI E,) u R.
Note. Some of the bands E, and F,, may consist of zero only. We then interpret a( TI io)) to be the empty set.
Proof: The only point of the theorem which is not obvious is that R is rotationally invariant. Suppose this is not the case, so there exists a complex number AE~R (where aR denotes the topological boundary of R) such that there exists pm E (11 r\R satisfying lim, _ o. pL, = A. Fix CL E Z such that ilcl 4 R. Then there exists no EN such that ACY $ a( T( FJ for each n 2 no, since 4Tld~4TIFn+, ) for each n EN. Given E > 0, there exists an even natural number n > no and a complex number ALE lnlr such that band projection P such that T-'(P), F"-"(P),..., T-'(P), P, T(P),..., p(P) are mutually disjoint and IlC;'Z +Z p(P) IfI I/ b a.
Define MEZ(E) by M=(l/n)C;=:_.cc-k(n-Ikl) Tk(P).
We claim that
IlMf II 2 $
and IITMf-hMfII <&.
Since E is arbitrary, these two statements imply that AX E a( TI F,O), a contradiction. It remains to prove (1) Thus r(T)> 1. We have shown that lJntNvfJsj a(Tl,Je {AEC: (21 = l/d, + a(T). We single out the most important special case of the previous theorem. In the invertible case it was stated without proof in [9] . Many special cases on concrete function spaces are known; see [18, 19, 8, 241 . COROLLARY 4.7. If T is aperiodic, then a(T) and Aa( T) are rotationally invariant.
SOME CONSEQUENCES
In this section we derive various consequences of the previous results. We will continue to use the notation established in the previous sections and in Theorem 4.6.
We shall call T band indecomposable if T has no non-trivial reducing bands. Clearly T is band indecomposable iff T commutes with no nontrivial band projections. z : z E (r(T)} is an interval. Thus we only need to show that a(T) is rotationally invariant. We claim that T is in fact aperiodic. If this is not the case, then T has strict period n for some n E N by Theorem 3.10. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, there is a band projection P such that P, T(P),..., pnt '(P) are mutually disjoint and C;=h T'(P) = I. Suppose h g E PE and f I g. Let Q be the projection onto {f }dd, and let Q = C;: h p'(Q). Since the F'(Q) are mutually disjoint, Q is a band projection. Moreover, since p(Q) = Q we have T(Q) = Q, so To= QT. By assumption this says that Q=O or Q =I. The first case implies f = 0 and the second forces g = 0. By [ 14, 26.41 , PE is one dimensional and hence E is n-dimensional, contrary to assumption. Therefore T is aperiodic and hence o(T) is rotationally invariant by Corollary 4.7.
Remark. The previous theorem is stated without proof by Kitover [9] under the additional assumption that T is invertible. In the special case given in Example 5.1, it was proven by Parrott [ 18, 2.91 .
Our next result generalizes theorems of Schaefer, Wolff and Arendt [23] , Arendt [3] , and in part, those of Wickstead [26, (which may depend on r). Then there exists a T-reducing band B such that TI B E Z(B) and TI ti is quasi-nilpotent.
Proof
Let B := E, , so TI B has strict period 1, i.e., TI B E Z(B). Suppose 0 # I E G( TI gd). Then by Theorem 4.6, 1 E U,"= 2 G( TI E,) u R. Since A cannot be in the rotationally invariant set R, ,? E a( TI E,) for some integer n 3 2. Choose an nth root of unity e"(8o (--n, rr]) such that 101 3 7c/2. Then by Theorem 4.3, 1, Ae", Ae-" E cr( TI E,) c (T(T). But at least one of these points lies outside the open half plane H,, contrary to assumption. Thus, a( TI Bd) c (0) and the proof is complete.
Remark. There do exist quasi-nilpotent quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operators. For example, let T be the weighted shift on l'(Z)
given by (Tf)n=(l/n)f,+l.
Then T is aperiodic, so a(T) is rotationally invariant. But T is also compact, which forces a(T) = { 0} (cf. [26, 4.11) .
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An example on L'[O, l] can be found in [21, V problem 93. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that such a quasi-nilpotent operator must be aperiodic.
One other related result is the following:
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose T is invertible and o(T) does not contain a circle rF about the origin for any r > 0. Then T" E Z(E) for some n E N.
Proof: The rotationally invariant set R = fir= i a( TIFk) is empty by assumption. Since the sets o( TI Fk) are decreasing and compact, there exists an integer m such that a( TI F,) = 0, i.e., F,,, = {E, + . . . + E,,,}d = (0). This shows that 7""! E Z(E).
We next show, as a partial analogue to the situation for normal operators on a Hilbert space, that non-zero isolated points of a(T) are eigenvalues. As was pointed out in [26] , the exclusion of zero is necessary (cf. the remark after Theorem 5.3). This result is also true for another class of disjointness preserving operators; see [ 261. Set P= fs, so P'P= P and 1 $ ~(7"'l~~~~)~). Thus the function p + g(p) (I-P) is bounded in some neighborhood of 1. Moreover, g(p) P = p"( 1 -p)/($ -l), which shows that the function p -+ g(p) P and hence g(p)= g(p)[(Z-P)+ P] is bounded in a neighborhood of 1, and the theorem now follows.
Recall that 9'(E), the set of regular operators on E form a Banach algebra under the r-norm llSl1 r = 11 ISI 11. The spectrum of a regular operator S with respect to 9r(E) is called the order spectrum of S and is denoted by o,(S). It is clear that o(S) c a,,(S); this inclusion may be strict, see [2, 221 for examples and further discussion. In the case discussed here, however, we now show that this cannot occur. Consequently the spectral radius of Tin P"(E) is the same as it is in P'(E). Now suppose TE Z(E). Then by Lemma 4.2, (U-T)-' E Z(E) c yr(E) so the theorem holds here.
Next suppose T has strict period n for some n E N. Then by the spectral mapping theorem and the last paragraph, (a(T))" = u( T") = a,( Tn) = (cO( T))". Furthermore, by Theorem 4.3, o(T) = W(T) for all nth roots of unity cr. Since a(T) c a,(T), this implies that a(T) = (T~( T) in this case as well.
Now consider the general case. The preceding paragraph shows that (1-Z-T) -' is order bounded on E, + E, + . . . + E, for each n E N. Hence it suffices to show that (U-T) ~ ' is order bounded on F,, = {E, + . + E, >" for some n EN. We may choose n so that cr(TI Pn) n 121 r= Q? for if there was no integer with this property, n,2=, a( TlJ n 121 T# 0, so 2 E o( T) by Theorem 4.6, a contradiction. By [3, 4.21 , there is a band projection P commuting with TI, such that TIFn2 is invertible and r( TIFn,) < IAl < (r(TIFn2)-1)p', where F,, = PF,, and Fnz= (Z-P) F,,. The first paragraph now shows that 1111 I-n IT,,(T) = 0, so the theorem follows.
Remark. If E=LP( Y, C, p) (1 6 p< CO, p # 2), where (Y, C, ,u) is a a-finite measure space, then every isometry of E onto itself is disjointness preserving [lo] . Hence the last theorem shows that a(T) = a,,(T) for every isometry of E. When p = 2, however, this is no longer true; see [22] for an example.
We shall now discuss the special case T = MU, where ME Z(E) is injective and U is an isometric lattice isomorphism (cf. Example 2.2). It is clear that the associated operators and hence the associated homeomorphisms of T and U are the same. Now define TE~(C(X)) by Tf =&.f or. Analogously, for any NE Z(E) we define m E Z( C(X)) to be multiplication --by i$. Note that T= MU. Moreover, if P is a band projection on E then P is a band projection on C(X). THEOREM 
Using the above notation, we have a(T) = a(T).
Proof: It is easy to see that T has strict period n iff T has this property. If E" denotes the bands in C(X) given in Theorem 3.10 applied to T, so --TI En has strict period n, it follows that E,, = P, E = { F,f: f~ C(X)}. It can be easily verified that the powers of T and T are given by the formulas (a) We claim that r(T) = r(T). Indeed, since U and 0 are isometries,
